Capture your senses
After its success in Russia, Argentina, Brazil and beyond, the Renault CAPTUR is now

Lighting System enhance its visual appeal, and are a nod to Renault’s commitment to

turning heads on the streets of India. Bearing the signature expressive design that is a

detail. On the inside, it’s just as captivating. Plush ErgoDesign Leatherette seats^^

hallmark of its rich lineage, the Renault CAPTUR clearly establishes itself as India’s most

complement state-of-the-art technology features like the Intelligent 17.64 cm

stylish SUV.

Touchscreen MediaNav Evolution to create an experience that truly captures your senses.

With best-in-class ground clearance of 210 mm, the CAPTUR is both imposing and
distinctive. The dual tone^ sculpted roof, chrome-studded front grille and Innovative

^

In selected colours. ^^Leatherette seats present in PLATINE variant only.

Designed to inspire awe

Innovative Lighting
System

The Renault CAPTUR blends a bold, assertive presence with expressive styling. Distinctive design details like the R17 Crystal Cut alloys and chrome-studded front grille accentuate the car’s dynamic lines.
Furthermore, the chrome jewel body side cladding and chrome accents on exhaust add a touch of flair. This is further enhanced by the Innovative Lighting System (ILS) that features segment-first Sparkle
Full LED headlamps, iconic C-shaped Sapphire LED DRLs, unique Floating Indicators and LED ambient lighting on the inside.

Captivating inside out

The Renault CAPTUR’s expressive design is carried forward on the inside. The Global First CAPTUR PLATINE features ultra-premium interiors with Black Leatherette seats. The intricately engineered ErgoDesign
seats are 6-way adjustable and come with ample legroom in both the front and back rows. Together with a high driving position that offers wraparound panoramic visibility, the CAPTUR delivers unmatched
comfort. This is further complemented by thoughtful and convenient storage spaces, and a 0.392 m3 (392 litre) boot that’s expandable up to 1.353 m3 (1352 litre).

Intelligence meets intuition

OneIntegration

 
The Renault CAPTUR brings to life the OneIntegration concept that seamlessly connects car and driver. A unique Smart Access Card helps you ease into a world that’s connected and convenient. OneIntegration
further extends to the advanced Inﬁnity Instrument Cluster and the Intelligent 17.64 cm Touchscreen MediaNav Evolution with rear parking camera. The infotainment system now also features Apple CarPlay
Android AutoTM, EcoGuide - a system that monitors driving patterns and provides guidelines to improve efficiency.
Android AutoTM is a trademark of Google LLC

Power meets safety

The Renault CAPTUR comes in two engine options - the legendary K9K 1.5L diesel engine (110 PS power, 240 Nm torque) and the responsive H4K 1.5L petrol engine (106 PS power, 142 Nm torque). Perfectly
blending power with efficiency, the CAPTUR delivers a dynamic drive experience. Complementing this, is a host of advanced safety features. State-of-the-art technologies like Cruise Control, Speed Limiter and
rear parking sensors are accompanied by advanced features like auto headlamps and rain sensing wipers to keep you prepared for all conditions. Further supported by front and side airbags, ABS + EBD + Brake
Assist and a reinforced body shell for increased torsional rigidity, the CAPTUR ensures you’re always safe.
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